New Government Plan

Considered by Council

Proposals Receive Favorable Attention

The Student Council last night considered a plan to streamline Tech student government to conform with wartime needs and conditions brought about by the establishment of Army, Navy and Marine units here.

Because the meeting took place after the Techniques had gone to press, results are as yet unannounced, but it can be said that the Duke plan for a Council-Council proposed in last week's issue was well received.

The Duke plan makes the following proposals: That the present Student Council delegate itself inactive for the duration, that a new council be set up with a president, secretary, treasurer and five members at large; that the council consist of at least one representative from each of the organizations; that one representative from the Student Council, and the Council of Officers, and the Council of Students be elected by an electoral board to select the president, secretary, treasurer and five members at large of the council; that a square dance be held Saturday night at 5:30 in the YMCA basement.

Academy Graduate Replaces Mufford

A new officer, Lieut. DeAtley Inman, who has been transferred to Harvard, has been sworn in as an Army ROTC cadet at the Tech Naval Station, where he will serve as an instructor for the student body.

Fitzgerald—Purdy Fill Library Posts

Have Already Taken Up New Routines

The Georgia Tech Library has announced the selection of two librarians to replace Miss O'Brien and Miss Edmonds, who left to join the Armed Services. The new librarians are Miss Mary Mary Fitzgerald, who has been a member of the staff for over a year, and Miss Edmond, who has been a member of the staff for over a year.

Notice!

The Techniques staff will meet Tuesday at 5:00 in the YMCA basement.

Selective Service Changes

Unlikely to Affect Techmen

National Quota Defers 10,000

A change in policy has been announced by the National Headquarters of the Selective Service System, affecting student and occupational deferments. As applied to Georgia Tech students and graduates, there is very little change in the former plans to maintain adequate personnel in engineering fields in war production.

As explained in this recent release from Washington, there is to be a national quota of students to be deferred of 10,000, in chemistry, engineering, geology, geophysics, and physics, which cannot be exceeded. Exactly how these 10,000 students all over the United States will be selected has not yet been announced, but it is the belief of the officials of Georgia Tech that it will be easier for deferment at Tech than the national average.

To be eligible for a recommendation for deferment, a student must be within 24 months of an approved engineering degree at the time he becomes 24, and must maintain a good scholastic average. This means, for Tech students, that in the accelerated schedule, that if a student has completed half of the accelerated schedule, that if a student has completed half of the accelerated schedule, he must have completed at least a graduate 18 (1.8) for eligibility. He is eligible for a recommendation by Dean W. Vernon Babcock, for a student when he becomes 18 should immediately go in the Navy (24) office so that he may receive due consideration for a recommendation for deferment.

The school officials again emphasize that the students who stay in school and do not receive deferments.

For information regarding procedures for deferments and dedicated to student's health, the office of Miss Mrs. Edna Taylor, in the Alumni Office, or Miss Miss Groggs, in the Personnel Office.

To meet the needs of war industry as well as the needs of the technically trained men, the Selective Service System and the National Quota have made provision for non-students who are civilians at Tech in the Spring term of 1945. Civilian students who have been enrolled only for the last semester may obtain copies for 50. Army and Navy students may obtain copies for 60. A campaign for subscriptions for this year's Blueprint will be initiated.

NewASTPMenHere Replace Graduates

On January 10 a new group of Army students started classes in the basic phase of the Advanced Training Program. This group replaced the men who either graduated or failed to make the grade last semester.

These new men came from various states and cities. Among them were students from Fort Benning, Augusta, and the Atlanta. They were satisfied that their work met the standards set for them here up to eighteen months, and they graduated at the eight-one ASTP students last month.
Despite such conditions, there was an increase in the number of students around the world. It is true that in China classes have been relocated in Australia and are continuing their work. Education—liberal education. They do much toward insuring a standard of living—at least as far as the Army and Navy are concerned. At the same time, some sort of procedure or outline could be clearly defined. The bill has not as yet been written.

The average student, or trainee, clings to his education—liberal education. They do much toward insuring a standard of living—at least as far as the Army and Navy are concerned. At the same time, some sort of procedure or outline could be clearly defined. The bill has not as yet been written.

The President seems to be in favor of it, but the bill would mean that the whole of the United States would be one gigantic army, comprising fighting services and as a gag, but if the state of affairs becomes such that it is necessary to announce the practical evidence of lack of understanding, the President has already written a letter to the Secretary of War asking them to send him a supply of Willie buttons, but that censors had deleted the portion of the letter explaining why they were wanted. . . .
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Basketball Resumes

For 'Mural Cagers

Three Navy Teams
Register Triumphs

By FRANK GERRECK

Action was resumed in the Army-Navy Intramural Basketball League Saturday afternoon after a lapse of over a month.

On the Naval Armory court, in the White League, Swann Dormitory moved closer to the idle Company D by virtue of their 36-16 triumph over Howell. After trailing by a 9-10 score at the half-time, Swann, led by Floyd and Porta, who racked up 10 and 9 tallies respectively, came back in the second half and scored 27 points while holding their opponents to 6, to go on to an easy win.

At the same time, in the gym, Chairman, through their 25-19 victory over Company G, moved up to third place and shoved Company D closer into the cellar.

Only one game was played in the Gold League Saturday afternoon. Harris Dormitory defeated Company A, 27-25, and moved into undisputed possession of third place. Carter led the scorers for Harris with 9 points, and Classer took the honors for the losers with 8. Undisputed Company B was handed an easy game in the victory column when Harrison forfeited.

Naval Air Base and Medics Lose to Tech Basketeers

The Yellow Jacket basketeers have added two more wins to their early season's record by their high-scoring against the fives from Atlantic Naval Air Station and Georgia Medical College of Augusta on the home court this past weekend.

In the Friday night game against the Navy team, Dodson, Holladay and Gene Wright tied for top honors, each accounting for 13 points, closely followed by Wes Paxson, who sank six baskets, totalling 18 more. High-point men for the Air Station were Deyoe, with 10 points, and Vangundy, with 9. Final score was Tech, 70; Atlantic NAS, 39.

The Saturday game ended with Paxson in first place with 16 tallies, and Holladay second with 13. For the Georgia Medical College, Card Paxson in first place with 16 tallies, and Holladay second with 13. For the Georgia Medical College, Card
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Johnson and Paxson

SAFETY VALVE

By BILL SUMMERS

FAIR REPORT. A copy of the Tulsa World, dated Sunday, January 2 (that was the day after the Tech win over Tulsa), has finally reached our desk. Surprising to us is the fact that Sport Editor Bridgewater gave one of the fairest accounts of the game we've read. After hearing of the tremendous public backing the citizens of Tulsa gave to their team, we expected the World's coverage of the contest to be full of allilies. On the contrary, Editor Bridgewater picked out several paragraphs that makes mighty good reading to these eyes and causes us to express full endorsement of his writings.

From the World:

Prokop, the 180-pound tailback of the Yellow Jackets, proved to be all that his press notices had claimed—and probably more. The only kick Tulsa supporters had after seeing him in action was that he had been placed on the second all-American team instead of the first. They doubt—and this correspondent agrees with them 100 per cent—if there are four better backs in America than Prokop, or if there is one better for that matter.

And again:

But there's no point in "iffing" about this game and its outcome. Tulsa's good team was beaten by a stronger and better equipped team, and that the Hurricane was able to make it as close as 20-19 is the surprising thing to those who saw it. Tulsa's team had to take advantage of every opportunity and had to fight with determination to the end to accomplish this.

CHANGING THE SUBJECT: While this column has devoted most of its allotted space to football talk, almost ignoring the fact that a basketball season has started, Tech's lineup has rang up a commendable record, being undefeated in four starts, and appear headed for one of the best seasons in many years, especially if improvements continue as rapidly as they have during the past two weeks.

Interesting statistics compiled by Manager Mike Wise show that the Jacket's percentage of accurate shots is far ahead of the percentage that is considered good. Out of every 100 field goal attempts, the Engineers have made 38 in their first four games. A percentage of 38% accurate has been determined good shooting. In foul shots, the Jackets have been 58% perfect.

SURE STARTERS: Out of a squad of around 25, several have proven themselves as sure members of the first two quintets. Following is a brief discussion of each of the players that will see most of the action on the court this year:

3.00

Buxton 3-Way Bill Fold

Buxton three fold ins. Soft, flexible india goat. Stitchless, to last a lifetime. A double "partition" separates your checks and paper money. Then the partition comes out and makes a wafer-thin extra bill fold, then too, you can use the receptacle for a secret fold turning it upside down. Brown and black.

Davison's Men's Shop, Street Floor

Chandler's BARBERS and CLEANERS

617 N. Spring 619 N. Spring

"Avoid Rush of Friday and Saturday"

Clothes Pressed While U Wait

continued on page 4
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three folds ins. Soft, flexible india goat. Stitchless, to last a lifetime. Double "partition" separates your checks and paper money. Then the partition comes out and makes a wafer-thin extra bill fold, then too, you can use the receptacle for a secret fold turning it upside down. Brown and black.
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Swim Team Bows to N.C.; Backus, Hammond Star

A strong North Carolina swim team invaded the Tech pool last Saturday and sang a victory song to the tune of 60 to 19. Coach Dick Jamerson's Tarheel team showed real championship form against Tech and broke many pool records.

A three-hundred-yard medielay relay, won by Denny Hammond, Jim Wildman and Jenson Greenbaum a Southern Intercollegiate record with a time of 3:00 and another Colonel record was set by George Win-

Another pool record was set at this small and fifty-yard backstroke again by Charlene Denny and Hammond of Atlanta. His time was 1:59:1.
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